tied exclusively to statehood, but also involved "the moral regeneration of the historic community" and "the recreation of a distinctive national civilization" in the new land (p. xv). this, together with retention of national holidays and rituals, allowed emigrants to share nationalistic feelings both in and beyond norway's political borders. He outlines the stages of this enterprise through several successive myths: origin myths, hegemonic myths, and legacy myths.
in chapter 1, "creating Home," Olson outlines the socioeconomic conditions in norway that led to its extremely high emigration rate in the nineteenth century. Growing population, poverty, changing technology, the shift from subsistence to commercial farming, reform movements such as Haugean pietism, Marcus thrane's labor agitation, and the american westward expansion all had roles in stimulating the large-scale exodus. national romanticism, which celebrated the viking past and peasant culture as the locus of "true," uncorrupted norwegian identity, was imported at the same time.
chapter 2, "Belonging to the nation," focuses on origin myths, specifically the viking new World settlement, which encouraged norwegians to claim near-native status in the new land. Rasmus B. andersen was a key figure constructing this ideology, which claimed other credentials such as norwegians' role as pioneers and sailors, their "racial" values such as democracy and a firm Protestant ethic, and after 1860, their service with distinction in the civil War. it did not hurt that several american Romantic poets, including Longfellow, thoreau, and emerson, were willing converts to norse origin myths: enthusiasts staked out the Boston area as a viking settlement called "norumbega," norse "artifacts" were identified, and, following carlyle's example in england, many new englanders searched for connections to norsemen in their own pedigrees.
in the second half of the century, visiting norwegian artists and celebrities including Bjørnstjerne Bjørnson and Knut Hamsun gave america mixed reviews, but norwegian-born intellectuals like Hans a. Foss and Hjalmar Hjorth Boyesen settled here, and their romantic novels about vikings and peasants in the home country contributed to norwegian american self-image making. at the same time, norway itself was developing into an industrial society, and successive immigrant generations found themselves involved in prairie rivalries between "the bygdelags, with their romantic rural orientation, and the urban norwegian-american elites, with their image of norway and norwegian-americans as modern and progressive" (p. 94). this mirrored the same kind of rivalry and debates about "norwegianness" in a home country that was rapidly modernizing.
"Modern vikings," the title of the third chapter, opens with the arrival of the Viking ship replica and its norwegian crew at the 1893 chicago expo-sition. Olson traces how, between the 1890s and the Great War-during which norway finally won political independence in 1905-norwegian virtues were trumpeted even more strenuously by its emigrants, and this emphasis acquired a racial tinge. Social darwinist Waldemar ager, in particular, argued against the melting pot, which would dilute norwegian virtues, a fear shared by the anglo-Saxons around the new wave of catholic and Jewish immigrants from Southern and eastern europe. ager's views best represent norwegian american hegemonic myths, posits Olson, myths contending that the anglo-Saxon stock was degenerating from luxury and soft living, whereas norsemen remained strong and venturesome as well as racially "pure": norwegian-americans [were] superior to anglo-americans because norwegian-americans were more nordic, more Protestant, and more innately imbued with the proper racial traits, such as love of freedom and proclivity for democratic institutions. (p. 112) in the home country, nordmanns Forbundet was founded in 1907, dedicated to encouraging closer cultural and business ties between norway and emigrated norwegians, while the 1914 constitutional centennial included an exhibit dedicated to emigrants. chapter 4, titled "Backlash," discusses american xenophobia and the pressure to assimilate, 1917-1929. during and after the Great War, nativism undermined virtually all expressions of "foreignness" among america's immigrant groups, including the "favored" ones. One result was the abandonment of norwegian language in Lutheran churches. Ole e. Rølvaag-the leading intellectual of his generation, who would write his most important novel in both languages-acknowledged the importance of english, but also stressed retaining norwegian language and culture through education. thus modified, promotion of the superior self-image of norwegian americans continued through the 1920s, and the ringing endorsement by calvin coolidge at the chicago norseamerican centennial celebrations in 1925 ("they have been great soldiers, statesmen, scientists, educators, and men of business to the upbuilding of their adopted country . . . contributing to it many of its best and most characteristic elements" [p. 136]) was a considerable boost. However, the national Origins act of 1927 was a blow, as populations from Scandinavia were put in the second tier of desirability, based on proportionate national representation as far back as the colonial era. Widespread indignation, together with a determination to rehabilitate the norwegian american self-image, followed.
in the final chapters, "a Shared Homeland" and "Building a Greater norway," Olson notes that the 1925 norse-american centennial cele-brations, which were held all across the country, coincided with the professionalization of historians of norwegian america, and represented the "last hurrah" of the immigrant community. Hence, the norwegian americans turned their focus to legacy myths, using "the language of scientific scholarship" to redefine the meaning of national identity (p. 216).
Olson notes that 1925 also marked the beginning of the homeland's full embrace of the norwegian americans' "Greater norway" concept (p. 161). Shared celebrations and commemorations on both sides of the atlantic-including the 1928 ibsen centennial, the nine hundredth anniversary of the death of St. Olaf in 1930, the centennial of Bjørnson in 1932, and the american adoption of norway's Leif erikson day in 1935-contributed to the pursuit of a "collective memory of national foundation" (p. 168) that was, in effect, transnational. norwegian heroes like Fridtjof nansen and Roald amundsen triumphantly toured america, while crown Prince Olav and crown Princess Märtha visited in 1939, with great fanfare. if the overall american perception of norway needed further goodwill, it was cemented when the countries became allies in World War ii. the smaller country's fate under nazi occupation became a popular rallying cry, not least by President Roosevelt, and star refugees such as Sigrid undset and Halvdan Koht studded the american lecture circuit. Once again, the Old norse spirit was invoked on this side of the atlantic through romantic viking imagery. in the conclusion of the book, Olson acknowledges and quotes from the changing ideas of identity formation in today's scholarship, as well as different definitions of "national" and "transnational" by nearly a dozen contemporary scholars. He settles on anthony d. Smith's theories about the close relationship between nations and ethnic communities as his "working model" (p. 218), in which nations occupy the homeland, while ethnic communities may be linked only symbolically to it. What made "Greater norway" a plausible "ethno-symbolic reconstruction" of the homeland, Olson contends, was its continued sharing of "many, if not most, of the cultural elements of the homeland," thus "envisioning norway in a transnational context" and making norwegian americans and their descendants into "bona fide members of the norwegian nation" (p. 219)-norwegians "in a concrete sense, and not just in a symbolic sense" (p. 224).
the strengths of this study are also its weaknesses. evidently reworked from a dissertation for Southern illinois university carbondale, its account is exhaustive, including many long citations from scores of norwegian american sources and scholars of the immigrant community. But allinclusiveness invites repetition, and one result is very little authorial voice. the long discussion of a multitude of other views also muddies Olson's argument about transnationalism-the book's intended contribution to the field. the conclusion, to this reader, is vague.
editorially, the book is attractively produced. However, inconsistencies in spelling ("St. Olav, " p. 168; "St. Olaf, " p. 169) are jarring, and i am always exasperated when there is no separate list of sources, as wading through the notes to hunt down the first citation of a reference is tedious. nonetheless, the book includes a great deal of important and revealing information, and anyone who wants to work on this topic should have it as a reference. to most humans living on this planet, denmark is probably a rather insignificant country, located somewhere in a cold and remote part of the world. certainly, the country has fostered important figures such as Hans christian andersen, Søren Kierkegaard, niels Bohr, and carl nielsen. But what else is there to say? despite its questionable global significance, denmark became a flashpoint in a large international crisis at the dawn of the twenty-first century. in autumn 2005, the danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten published twelve cartoons, all depicting Muhammed, the most significant and last prophet in islam. What happened next is well-known, violent history. as the author of Secularism, Theology and Islam, Jennifer elisa veninga notes that the result of the crisis included the burning of the danish embassy in Syria and the danish consulate General in Lebanon, the burning of danish flags across the Muslim world, several deaths, and boycotts of danish goods and companies.
Sherrill Harbison University of Massachusetts Amherst
in the years following the publication of the cartoons, the events and the crisis that followed have been subjected to intense scholarly scrutiny, resulting in hundreds of publications. So why another book about the crisis? do we not already know enough? Such questions remain relevant for the readership of veninga's book, for they highlight the book's weaknesses as well as its strengths.
there are a number of weaknesses. Most prominently, the long, detailed description of the chaotic months in late 2005 and early 2006 does not do the book any favors, as it is mainly a repetition of knowledge that most informed readers already possess. another weakness of the book is the
